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Tutorial Overview

1. Introduction [30 minutes] - Adaku
2. Landscape:

○ Background [25 minutes] - Ekaterina
○ Datasets [15 minutes] - Saranya 

3. BREAK [30 minutes]
4. Artificial Text detectors (ATDs):

○ Automatic Artificial Text detectors [30 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Human Evaluation Artificial Texts and Detectors [20 minutes] - Adaku

5. Conclusion:
○ Applications [20 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Ethical and Social Risks [20 minutes] - Jooyoung
○ Summary [10 minutes] - Tatiana

Tutorial website: https://artificial-text-detection.github.io/
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Problem Definition: Turing Test

Pietikäinen, M., & Silven, O. (2022).
Challenges of Artificial Intelligence--From Machine Learning and Computer Vision to Emotional Intelligence.
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Motivation

1. HuggingFace model hub has more than 
2K English and Non-English TGMs

2. Significantly more TGMs than Artificial 
Text Detectors

3. TGMs have some limitations:
a. Toxic and Hate Speech generation
b. Memorization of training set
c. Hallucinated Content generation
d. Misinformation generation

7



Toxicity & Hate
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Toxicity & Hate

● Language generation models produce toxic and hateful language 
as a result of pre-training on vast and unfiltered content from the 
Internet.

● Toxic language is hateful, offensive, harassing, attacking language 
that discourages continued usage of/interaction with the model 
(Wulczyn et al., 2017).

● Hateful language in artificial text generation often manifests in the 
form of biases against societal groups based on gender, race, 
ethnicity, religion, sexuality or profession (Sheng at al., 2021)

Wulczyn, E., Thain, N., & Dixon, L. (2017). Ex machina: Personal attacks seen at scale. In Proceedings of the 26th International Conference on World Wide Web (pp. 1391-1399).
Sheng, E., Chang, K. W., Natarajan, P., & Peng, N. (2021). Societal Biases in Language Generation: Progress and Challenges. In Proceedings of the 59th Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Computational Linguistics and the 11th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (Volume 1: Long Papers) (pp. 4275-4293).

Image Source: Julia Nikulski’s blog
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Toxicity & Hate

● Synthetic prompts triggered hateful and racist text 
generation using language models such as GPT-2 
(Wallace et al., 2019) 

● Language models generate toxic sentences without 
prompts i.e. unconditionally / even with non-toxic 
prompts (Gehman et al., 2020) 

Wallace, E., Feng, S., Kandpal, N., Gardner, M., & Singh, S. (2019r). Universal Adversarial Triggers for Attacking and Analyzing NLP. In Proceedings of the 2019 Conference on Empirical Methods in 
Natural Language Processing and the 9th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (EMNLP-IJCNLP) (pp. 2153-2162).
Gehman, S., Gururangan, S., Sap, M., Choi, Y., & Smith, N. A. (2020). RealToxicityPrompts: Evaluating Neural Toxic Degeneration in Language Models. In Findings of the Association for 
Computational Linguistics: EMNLP 2020 (pp. 3356-3369).

Image source: Wallace et al. (2019)
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● Hateful and biased text 
generation remains a challenge 
across tasks such as:

○ Dialogue response generation
○ Machine translation
○ Autocompletion of articles
○ Paraphrasing or re-writing

Sheng, E., Chang, K. W., Natarajan, P., & Peng, N. (2021). Societal Biases in Language Generation: Progress and Challenges. In Proceedings of the 59th Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Computational Linguistics and the 11th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (Volume 1: Long Papers) (pp. 4275-4293).

Toxicity & Hate
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Toxicity & Hate

● Toxicity reduction or detoxification is often achieved by re-ranking or upvoting “safer” response 
candidates at the time of language generation (Xu et al., 2022)

Xu, C., He, Z., He, Z., & McAuley, J. (2022). Leashing the Inner Demons: Self-Detoxification for Language Models. AAAI
12



Toxicity & Hate

● Detoxification is also achieved using 
adversarial approaches such as Mehrabi et 
al. (2022):

○ Learning to identify toxicity triggers

○ Modifying the response to avoid toxicity if 
a trigger is detected

Mehrabi, N., Beirami, A., Morstatter, F., & Galstyan, A. (2022). Robust Conversational Agents against Imperceptible Toxicity Triggers. NAACL 2022
13



Memorization of Language 
Models (LMs)
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Memorization of LMs

● Memorization happens when AI models start to remember exact words/phrases/expressions 
included in training samples although the models did not overfit 

Carlini, Nicholas, et al. "Extracting training data from large language models." 30th USENIX Security Symposium (USENIX Security 21). 2021.
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Memorization of LMs

● This is not something entirely new! 
○ Many existing models are shown to be vulnerable to membership inference attacks and 

training data extraction (e.g., Shokri et al., 2017, Hayes et al., 2019).

● Then why specifically focus on recent LMs? 
○ moderns LMs include billions of parameters and are usually pre-trained on very large corpora.
○ They tend to not overfit to the training samples. Yet, they still suffer from memorization of 

training samples.
○ It is yet unsure why this is happening and how to prevent this phenomenon. 

Shokri, Reza, et al. "Membership inference attacks against machine learning models." 2017 IEEE symposium on security and privacy (SP). IEEE, 2017. 
Song, Liwei, Reza Shokri, and Prateek Mittal. "Membership inference attacks against adversarially robust deep learning models." 2019 IEEE Security and Privacy Workshops (SPW). IEEE, 2019.
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Memorization of LMs

● Memorization of GPT-2
○ Carlini et al. (2021) attempted data extraction attacks to GPT-2 to identify eidetic memorization 
○ identified 604 memorized training samples which occasionally expose individuals’ PII

Carlini, Nicholas, et al. "Extracting training data from large language models." 30th USENIX Security Symposium (USENIX Security 21). 2021.
17



Memorization of LMs

● Model size matters!
○ Kushal et al. (2022) report that larger language models need to see each training datapoint 

fewer times to achieve 90% exact memorization of the training set. 

Tirumala, Kushal, et al. "Memorization Without Overfitting: Analyzing the Training Dynamics of Large Language Models." arXiv preprint arXiv:2205.10770 
(2022).
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Memorization of LMs

● What if memorized texts do not include private information?

Brown, Hannah, et al. "What Does it Mean for a Language Model to Preserve Privacy?." arXiv preprint arXiv:2202.05520(2022).

It is still not ok!

○ Data that is publicly accessible is not necessarily intended for unfettered public dissemination 
(Brown et al., 2022)

○ Online text can be deleted or modified. A language model trained on earlier versions of such 
data would thus inadvertently serve as a data archive.
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Memorization of LMs

● So how can we stop this?

● During pre-processing: deduplicate training data 
○ Removing near-deduplicated substrings allows to train models that emit memorized text ten 

times less frequently without harming their generation abilities (Katherine et al. (2022))

Lee, Katherine, et al. "Deduplicating training data makes language models better." ACL 2022.
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Memorization of LMs

● So how can we stop this?

● During training: apply differential privacy 
○ Wu et al. (2022) proposed an Adaptive Differential 

Privacy (ADP) framework for LMs by estimating the 
probability that a linguistic item contains privacy.

Wu, Xinwei, Li Gong, and Deyi Xiong. "Adaptive Differential Privacy for Language Model Training." Proceedings of the First Workshop on Federated Learning 
for Natural Language Processing (FL4NLP 2022). 2022.
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Memorization of LMs

● So how can we stop this?

● During post-processing: after generating texts, filter out the privacy-revealing information
○ ex) Microsoft’s Presidio Anonymizer

https://microsoft.github.io/presidio/ 
22
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Hallucinated Content 
Generation
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Hallucination 

● Language generation models tend to “generate texts that are nonsensical, or unfaithful 
to the provided source input” (Ji et al., 2022)

● Such undesirable and hard to catch “realistic” generation is called hallucination in text 
generation (Maynez et al., 2020)

Ji, Z et al. (2022). Survey of Hallucination in Natural Language Generation. ACM Comput. Surv, 1(1).
Maynez, J., Narayan, S., Bohnet, B., & McDonald, R. (2020). On Faithfulness and Factuality in Abstractive Summarization. In Proceedings of the 58th Annual Meeting of the Association 
for Computational Linguistics (pp. 1906-1919). 24



Hallucination

● Hallucination occurs when the generated 
text is “unfaithful” to a set of facts 
accessible to the model

● Hallucination has been an ongoing 
challenge across language generation 
tasks (Li et al., 2022)  such as:

●
○ Abstractive Summarization
○ Dialog Generation
○ Machine Translation
○ Data-to-Text Generation

Li, W., Wu, W., Chen, M., Liu, J., Xiao, X., & Wu, H. (2022). Faithfulness in Natural Language Generation: A Systematic Survey of Analysis, Evaluation and Optimization Methods. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2203.05227. 25



Hallucination

● There are mainly 2 types of hallucinations in ATG (Ji et al, 2022):
○ Intrinsic hallucinations: model generated text directly contradicts or is unfaithful 

to the contents in the source text.

○ Extrinsic hallucinations: generated text is unverifiable given a source text. In 
other words, the generated text cannot be determined to either contradict or 
support the source content.

■ Although extrinsic hallucinations may not always be erroneous/factually 
incorrect/inconsistent with common knowledge (Thomson & Reiter, 2020), it remains a 
risk from a safety perspective. 

Ji, Z et al. (2022). Survey of Hallucination in Natural Language Generation. ACM Comput. Surv, 1(1).
Thomson, C., & Reiter, E. (2020). A Gold Standard Methodology for Evaluating Accuracy in Data-To-Text Systems. In Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Natural 
Language Generation (pp. 158-168). 26



Hallucination

● Hallucination reduction 
approaches include:

○ Controlled Generation: 
Increasing entity-level faithfulness in 
abstractive summarization (Zhang et 
al., 2022)

○ Using external knowledge 
bases to enhance entity-correction 
(Dong et al., 2022)

Zhang, H., Yavuz, S., Kryscinski, W., Hashimoto, K., & Zhou, Y. (2022). Improving the Faithfulness of Abstractive Summarization via Entity Coverage Control. arXiv preprint arXiv:2207.02263.
Dong, Y., Wieting, J., & Verga, P. (2022). Faithful to the Document or to the World? Mitigating Hallucinations via Entity-linked Knowledge in Abstractive Summarization. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2204.13761.
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Hallucination

● Hallucination reduction approaches include:
○ Using internet search results to enhance 

open-domain dialog and prompt completion (Shuster et al. 
2022)

○ Modified sampling algorithms such as factual-nucleus 
sampling that “dynamically adapts the randomness to 
improve the factuality of generation” (Lee at al., 2022)

○ Using word-level alignment labels between source 
document and generated text via dependency parsing and 
co-occurrence analysis (Rebuffel et al. 2022)

Shuster, K., Komeili, M., Adolphs, L., Roller, S., Szlam, A., & Weston, J. (2022). Language models that seek for knowledge: Modular search & generation for dialogue and prompt completion. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:2203.13224.
Lee, N., Ping, W., Xu, P., Patwary, M., Shoeybi, M., & Catanzaro, B. (2022). Factuality Enhanced Language Models for Open-Ended Text Generation. arXiv preprint arXiv:2206.04624.
Rebuffel, C., Roberti, M., Soulier, L., Scoutheeten, G., Cancelliere, R., & Gallinari, P. (2022). Controlling hallucinations at word level in data-to-text generation. Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 
36(1), 318-354.
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Misinformation Generation
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Misinformation Generation 
(w/ GPT-2)

● Using prompt (highlighted text), 
generate story with: 
https://app.inferkit.com/demo

● Attempt several generations 
until you are satisfied

30
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Misinformation Generation (w/ 
GROVER)

● Using prompt (highlighted text), generate story 
with: https://grover.allenai.org/

● Unlike GPT-2, GROVER is actually trained to 
generate realistic news article

● Attempt several generations until you are satisfied

31
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Summary of Introduction: ATD is very important
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Landscape
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Background 
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Terminologies

1. Artificial Texts
2. Synthetic Texts
3. Neural Texts
4. Machine-generated texts
5. AI-generated Texts

36



What do we mean by “Artificial” Texts? 

● Texts, which are generated by pre-trained neural text generation model (TGM)
● Transformer-based models

○ CTRL, GPT-2, GPT-3, Grover, Gopher, T5, BART, etc
● These models are trained on raw data 

○ Web data, news, Wikipedia, Google books
● These models are used in a wide range of downstream tasks:

○ Open-ended generation, machine translation, paraphrasing, question answering, etc

37



Overview

● Ultimate goal: to distinguish texts written by humans from generated texts 
● Motivation: Neural text generation models (TGMs) are capable of producing 

human-like texts
● Major research directions:

○ To explore different problem setups
○ To account for a large variety of TGMs and decoding strategies 
○ To develop domain-specific methods, e.g. methods aimed at detecting artificial reviews, fake 

news and posts on social media
○ To test for robustness of ATD methods, i.e. whether an ATD model, trained to detect a single 

TGM, copes with other TGMs

38



The problem setup 

Distinguish text generated by TGM and human written text
● Human vs. machine: determine if the text was generated automatically or 

written by a human
● Authorship attribution: Determine which model from the list was used to 

generate this text (multi-class classification)
● Same method or not: given two texts, determine if both text were generated 

with the same method

Uchendu, A., T. Le, K. Shu, D. Lee. "Authorship attribution for neural text generation." EMNLP, 2020. 39



Text generative models (TGMs)
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Training TGMs

Language modeling objective: predict the probability of the next token given the 
previous tokens

● Open ended generation: GPT2, GPT3, Gopher, PaLM
● Conditional generation: BART, T5, MT models
● Controllable  generation: GROVER, CTRL 

41



● GPT3 is a family of large-scale 
Transformer decoder-based models

● The number of parameters ranges 
from 125M to 175B

● Larger model produce human-like 
texts e.g. human fail to distinguish 
between natural and generated text

Open ended generation: GPT3

Brown, T., B.  Mann, N.  Ryder, M.  Subbiah, J. D. Kaplan, P. Dhariwal, A.  Neelakantan et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." NeuRIPS, 2020

Human accuracy in identifying whether short  (∼200 word) 
news articles are model generated

42



Open ended generation: Gopher and PALM

● Gopher is a family of large-scale Transformer decoder-based models 
○ There are two architecture modifications: RMSNorm and relative positional encodings
○ The number of parameters ranges from  44M to 280B

● PaLM is a family of large-scale Transformer decoder-based models 
○ More architecture modifications: SwiGLU activations, parallel layers, multi-query attention, 

RoPE positional encodings, shared input-output embedding
○ The number of parameters ranges from  8B to 540B

Rae, J. W., S. Borgeaud, T. Cai, K. Millican, J. Hoffmann, F. Song, J. Aslanides et al. "Scaling language models: Methods, analysis & insights from training 
Gopher." arXiv preprint arXiv:2112.11446 (2021).

Chowdhery, A., S. Narang, J. Devlin, M. Bosma, G. Mishra, A. Roberts, P. Barham et al. "Palm: Scaling language modeling with pathways." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2204.02311 (2022). 43



Conditional generation: T5 and BART

● T5 and BART are Transformer-based 
encoder-decoder models trained with different 
pre-training objectives 

● Downstream problems:
○ Machine translation
○ Paraphrase generation 
○ Simplification 
○ Open-ended question-answering
○ Abstractive summarization

● Malicious uses of T5 and BART include plagiarism

Lewis, M., Y.  Liu, N. Goyal, M. Ghazvininejad, A. Mohamed, O. Levy, V. Stoyanov, and L. Zettlemoyer. "BART: Denoising Sequence-to-Sequence Pre-training 
for Natural Language Generation, Translation, and Comprehension." ACL, 2020

Raffel, C., N.  Shazeer, A. Roberts, K. Lee, S. Narang, M. Matena, Y. Zhou, W. Li, and Peter J. Liu. "Exploring the limits of transfer learning with a unified 
text-to-text transformer." JMLR, 2020
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Controllable generation: Grover

● Grover is a family of large-scale Transformer 
decoder-based models 

○ The number of parameters ranges from  124M to 1.5B
○ Five metadata fields are used to condition generation

● Grover obtains over 92% accuracy at 
distinguishing between human-written from 
machine-written news

Zellers, R., A. Holtzman, H. Rashkin, Y. Bisk, A. Farhadi, F. Roesner, and Y. Choi. "Defending against neural fake news." NeurIPS, 2019

Human evaluation of style, content and 
overall trustworthiness of news articles

45



Decoding from TGMs

● Deterministic methods
○ Greedy search selects the word with the highest probability at each step
○ Beam search keeps k the most probable words at each time step and chooses the sequence of 

words that has the overall highest probability
● Stochastic methods

○ Sampling peeks the word according to its conditional probability distribution
○ Top-k sampling redistributes the probability mass among k words with the highest probability 
○ Top-p (nucleus) sampling selects from words, which have cumulative probability higher than p

● Penalize words that has been already generated to prevent repetitions

https://huggingface.co/blog/how-to-generate 46



Generation with TGMs

● Zero/Few-shot strategy
○ Give the model a prompt or a question and let the TGM complete the sentence

■ Prompt-based Story writing aka open-ended generation 
■ Summarization 

● Fine-tuning strategy
○ Fine-tune a pre-trained language model to perform a particular downstream task

■ Dialog Act Classification
● Domain adaptation

○ Train the TGM with language modelling objective for a few epochs to learn domain-specific 
language phenomena

■ Domain adaptation to research papers, social media posts, etc

47



TGMs don’t learn natural language statistical tendencies

● Statistical Tendencies of Language
○ Zipf’s law: the frequency of a word in a corpus decays 

exponentially in the frequency rank of that word
○ Heap’s law: the number of additional unique tokens in a document 

diminishes as its length increases
○ Document length distribution, unigram distribution, the share of 

stopwords
● Neural LMs capture only a subset of natural language 

distributions
● No LM configurations stands out as capturing all  natural 

language distributions

Meister C., and R, Cotterell. "Language Model Evaluation Beyond Perplexity." ACL, 2021

Percentage of stopwords per sample
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The gap between artificial and human texts can be 
measured

There are two types of errors:

1. the model assigns high probability to sequences which do not resemble 
human-written text

2. the model distribution does not cover the human distribution

Pillutla, K., S. Swayamdipta, R. Zellers, J. Thickstun, S. Welleck, Y. Choi, and Z. Harchaoui. "Mauve: Measuring the gap between neural text and human text 
using divergence frontiers." NeurIPS, 2021
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The gap between artificial and human texts can be 
measured

● KL(Q|P) and KL(P|Q) formalize Type 1 and 2 errors, respectively  
● R mixes two distributions to make computations tractable

Pillutla, K., S. Swayamdipta, R. Zellers, J. Thickstun, S. Welleck, Y. Choi, and Z. Harchaoui. "Mauve: Measuring the gap between neural text and human text 
using divergence frontiers." NeurIPS, 2021
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The gap between artificial and human texts can be 
measured

MAUVE captures known properties of 
generated texts:

● MAUVE shows decrease in quality as 
generation length grows

● MAUVE increases as model size increases 
● MAUVE assigns highest scores to nucleus 

sampling 

Pillutla, K., S. Swayamdipta, R. Zellers, J. Thickstun, S. Welleck, Y. Choi, and Z. Harchaoui. "Mauve: Measuring the gap between neural text and human text 
using divergence frontiers." NeurIPS, 2021
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Conclusion

● TGMs vary in decoding strategy, objective, architecture, intended use
● Each of TGM configuration leaves artifacts in generated texts
● Main sources of experimental data are news, social media posts and reviews
● The majority of recent ATD works utilize datasets in English

○ There are a few multilingual models, which generate texts in multiple languages, such as 
mBART, mT5, XGL-M
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Datasets
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Artificial Text Data Generation Process

● PROMPT → Generate the Text
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Hyper-parameters matter: Sampling/decoding strategies

● A decoding strategy is an algorithm that generates sequences from a 
language model by determining how words should get selected from this 
distribution [1]

[1] https://towardsdatascience.com/decoding-strategies-that-you-need-to-know-for-response-generation-ba95ee0faadc 56
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Hyper-parameters matter: Sampling/decoding strategies

1. Greedy sampling: Select the best probable word/token 
2. Random sampling: Stochastic search for a suitable word
3. Top-K sampling: Sample from top k most probable words
4. Beam search: Search for most probable candidate sequences
5. Nucleus sampling: Similar to top-K, but samples from a set of top-V words that 

together constitute a probability mass of “p”
6. Temperature: Scaling logits to either increase or decrease the entropy of samling (0 

temperature=max likelihood, infinite temperature=uniform sampling)

Holtzman, A., Buys, J., Du, L., Forbes, M., & Choi, Y. (2019, September). The Curious Case of Neural Text 
Degeneration. In International Conference on Learning Representations.
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Popular Decoding strategies in Research 

1. Greedy sampling: Select the best probable word/token 
2. Random sampling: Stochastic search for a suitable word
3. Top-K sampling: Sample from top k most probable words
4. Beam search: Search for most probable candidate sequences
5. Nucleus sampling: Similar to top-K, but samples from a set of top-V words that 

together constitute a probability mass of “p”
6. Temperature: Scaling logits to either increase or decrease model confidence (0 

temperature=max likelihood, infinite temperature=uniform sampling)
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Popular Decoding strategies in Research 

1. Greedy sampling: Select the best probable word/token 
2. Random sampling: Stochastic search for a suitable word
3. Top-K sampling: Sample from top k most probable words
4. Beam search: Search for most probable candidate sequences
5. Nucleus sampling: Similar to top-K, but samples from a set of top-V words that 

together constitute a probability mass of “p”
6. Temperature: Scaling logits to either increase or decrease model confidence (0 

temperature=max likelihood, infinite temperature=uniform sampling)

BEST
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NAME DESCRIPTION TYPE DOMAIN LABELS LINKS

GPT-2 250K Webtext (Human dataset) vs. 250K GPT-2   
(small, medium, large, & XL).  

Binary News Human vs. GPT-2 https://github.com/openai/gpt-2-output-data
set/blob/master/download_dataset.py 

GROVER Using April 2019 news articles as the prompt, 
GROVER-Mega generated news articles  

Binary  News Human vs. GROVER https://github.com/rowanz/grover/tree/mast
er/generation_examples 
 

Authorship  
Attribution 

Collected 1K news articles (mostly Politics) from 
CNN, Washington Post, etc. And used 1K 
human-written articles to generate 1K articles 
each from 8 Artificial Text Generators  

Binary & 
Multi-class 

News Binary – Human vs. Machine 
 
Multi-class – Human vs. GPT-1vs. 
GPT-2 vs. GROVER vs. PPLM vs. 
CTRL vs. XLM vs. XLNET vs. 
FAIR 

https://github.com/AdaUchendu/Authorship-
Attribution-for-Neural-Text-Generation/tree/
master/data 
 

TuringBench Collected 10K news articles (mostly Politics) from 
CNN, Washington Post, etc. And used 10K 
human-written articles to generate 10K articles 
each from 19 Artificial Text Generators  

Binary & 
Multi-class 

News Binary – Human vs. Machine 
 
Multi-class – Human vs. GPT-1 vs. 
GPT-2 variants vs. GROVER 
variants vs. PPLM variants vs. 
CTRL vs. XLM vs. XLNET variants 
vs. FAIR variants

https://huggingface.co/datasets/turingbench
/TuringBench 
 

Academic 
Publications 

2 datasets - (1) Full: using a short prompt for a 
human-written paper, generated an academic 
paper using GPT-2; (2) Partial: Replacing 
sentences from an Abstract with Arxiv-NLP model 
generations 

Binary Academic 
papers 

Human vs. Machine https://github.com/vijini/GeneratedTextDete
ction/tree/main/Dataset 
 

Amazon 
Reviews  

 Fine-tuned GPT-2 on 3.6 M Amazon and 560K 
Yelp reviews 

 Binary reviews  Human vs. Machine (GPT-2 
generated) reviews

 Adelani, D. I. et al. (2020, April). Generating 
sentiment-preserving fake online reviews using 
neural language models and their human-and
machine-based detection. AINA Springer, Cham.

https://github.com/openai/gpt-2-output-dataset/blob/master/download_dataset.py
https://github.com/openai/gpt-2-output-dataset/blob/master/download_dataset.py
https://github.com/rowanz/grover/tree/master/generation_examples
https://github.com/rowanz/grover/tree/master/generation_examples
https://github.com/AdaUchendu/Authorship-Attribution-for-Neural-Text-Generation/tree/master/data
https://github.com/AdaUchendu/Authorship-Attribution-for-Neural-Text-Generation/tree/master/data
https://github.com/AdaUchendu/Authorship-Attribution-for-Neural-Text-Generation/tree/master/data
https://huggingface.co/datasets/turingbench/TuringBench
https://huggingface.co/datasets/turingbench/TuringBench
https://github.com/vijini/GeneratedTextDetection/tree/main/Dataset
https://github.com/vijini/GeneratedTextDetection/tree/main/Dataset


Another data 
resource

HuggingFace data hub:

https://huggingface.co/datasets
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[30 Minutes]
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Tutorial Overview

1. Introduction [30 minutes] - Adaku
2. Landscape:

○ Background [25 minutes] - Ekaterina
○ Datasets [15 minutes] - Saranya 

3. BREAK [30 minutes]
4. Artificial Text detectors (ATDs):

○ Automatic Artificial Text detectors [30 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Human Evaluation Artificial Texts and Detectors [20 minutes] - Adaku

5. Conclusion:
○ Applications [20 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Ethical and Social Risks [20 minutes] - Jooyoung
○ Summary [10 minutes] - Tatiana

Tutorial website: https://artificial-text-detection.github.io/
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ARTIFICIAL TEXT DETECTORS
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Automatic Artificial Text Detectors
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In this section…

● Supervised detectors
○ Feature-based detectors

■ TF-IDF
■ Stylometric and linguistic features
■ Topological features of attention maps

○ Transformer-based detectors
● Zero-shot methods

○ Language model scoring
○ The Giant Language Model Test Room

● Comparison of detectors
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Supervised detectors
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Supervised detectors

● Any standard ML model
○ Logistic Regression
○ Support Vector Machine

● Neural network
● Classification head
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Feature-based detectors: TF-IDF

Soliman et. al (2019) built a logistic regression (LR) detector on TF-IDF unigram 
and bigram features to distinguish between GPT-2 outputs and WebText samples.

Solaiman, I., M. Brundage, J. Clark, A. Askell, A. Herbert-Voss, J. Wu, A. Radford et al.
Release strategies and the social impacts of language models.
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Feature-based detectors: TF-IDF

Soliman et. al (2019) built a logistic regression (LR) detector on TF-IDF unigram 
and bigram features to distinguish between GPT-2 outputs and WebText samples.

● Smaller GPT2 models are easier to detect (88% vs. 74% accuracy for 
GPT2-small and GPT2-XL, respectively)

● Top-k  truncation with k=40 makes detection easier
● Detecting shorter artificial texts is more difficult than detecting longer ones

Solaiman, I., M. Brundage, J. Clark, A. Askell, A. Herbert-Voss, J. Wu, A. Radford et al.
Release strategies and the social impacts of language models.
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

● Stylometry is used for quantitative assessment of linguistic features
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

● Stylometry is used for quantitative assessment of linguistic features
● Examples:

○ Character-level: frequency, N-grams, lower/upper-case letters

Lagutina, K., Lagutina, N., Boychuk, E., Vorontsova, I., Shliakhtina, E., Belyaeva, O., Paramonov, I. and Demidov, P.G., 2019, November.
A survey on stylometric text features. In 25th Conference of Open Innovations Association (FRUCT) (pp. 184-195). IEEE.
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

● Stylometry is used for quantitative assessment of linguistic features
● Examples:
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

● Stylometry is used for quantitative assessment of linguistic features
● Examples:

○ Character-level: frequency, N-grams, lower/upper-case letters
○ Word-level: frequency, length, N-grams, stopwords, function words
○ Morphology: POS tags, POS tag N-grams
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

● Stylometry is used for quantitative assessment of linguistic features
● Examples:

○ Character-level: frequency, N-grams, lower/upper-case letters
○ Word-level: frequency, length, N-grams, stopwords, function words
○ Morphology: POS tags, POS tag N-grams
○ Syntax: punctuation mark frequency, length, syntactic tree features, sentence type
○ Discourse and readability: discourse relations, readability scores
○ Other measures: vocabulary richness, entropy

Holmes, D.I. 1994.
Authorship attribution. Computers and the Humanities, 28(2), pp.87-106.
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

Fröhling, L. and Zubiaga, A., 2021.
Feature-based detection of automated language models: tackling GPT-2, GPT-3 and Grover. PeerJ Computer Science, 7, p.e443.
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

Fröhling, L. and Zubiaga, A., 2021.
Feature-based detection of automated language models: tackling GPT-2, GPT-3 and Grover. PeerJ Computer Science, 7, p.e443.
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

Fröhling, L. and Zubiaga, A., 2021.
Feature-based detection of automated language models: tackling GPT-2, GPT-3 and Grover. PeerJ Computer Science, 7, p.e443.

● Logistic Regression (LR)
● Support Vector Machine (SVM)
● Random Forest
● Neural Network
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Fröhling, L. and Zubiaga, A., 2021.
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

Fröhling, L. and Zubiaga, A., 2021.
Feature-based detection of automated language models: tackling GPT-2, GPT-3 and Grover. PeerJ Computer Science, 7, p.e443.

● Acceptable 
performance between 
models of the same 
architecture & strategy, 
but different size
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

Fröhling, L. and Zubiaga, A., 2021.
Feature-based detection of automated language models: tackling GPT-2, GPT-3 and Grover. PeerJ Computer Science, 7, p.e443.

● Acceptable 
performance between 
models of the same 
architecture & strategy, 
but different size

● Easier for classifiers 
trained on bigger 
generators to detect 
texts from smaller ones

● No transferability 
between different 
decoding strategies
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

Uchendu, A., Le, T., Shu, K. and Lee, D., 2020, January.
Authorship attribution for neural text generation. In Conf. on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP).

● Linguistic analysis of ten text generators
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Feature-based detectors: Stylometric features

Uchendu, A., Le, T., Shu, K. and Lee, D., 2020, January.
Authorship attribution for neural text generation. In Conf. on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP).

● Linguistic analysis of ten text generators:
○ Readability measures (Flesch 

Reading Ease, Flesch Kincaid 
Grade)

○ LIWC features, e.g., use of 
pronouns and markers of personal 
concerns

● Generators may produce similar texts in 
terms of the features 

 Distribution of generated texts using PCA.
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Feature-based detectors: Topological features

Kushnareva, L., Cherniavskii, D., Mikhailov, V., Artemova, E., Barannikov, S., Bernstein, A., Piontkovskaya, I., Piontkovski, D. and Burnaev, E., 2021, 
November.
Artificial Text Detection via Examining the Topology of Attention Maps. EMNLP (pp. 635-649).

● Attention maps can be 
represented as weighted 
graphs and investigated with 
topological data analysis (TDA) 
techniques

Example of attention map and attention graph, where the directions are removed
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Feature-based detectors: Topological features

Kushnareva, L., Cherniavskii, D., Mikhailov, V., Artemova, E., Barannikov, S., Bernstein, A., Piontkovskaya, I., Piontkovski, D. and Burnaev, E., 2021, 
November.
Artificial Text Detection via Examining the Topology of Attention Maps. EMNLP (pp. 635-649).

● Attention maps can be 
represented as weighted 
graphs and investigated with 
topological data analysis (TDA) 
techniques

● TDA methods capture well 
surface and structural features 
in images and other types of 
data Example of graph filtration for a set of weight thresholds
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Feature-based detectors: Topological features

Kushnareva, L., Cherniavskii, D., Mikhailov, V., Artemova, E., Barannikov, S., Bernstein, A., Piontkovskaya, I., Piontkovski, D. and Burnaev, E., 2021, 
November.
Artificial Text Detection via Examining the Topology of Attention Maps. EMNLP (pp. 635-649).

● Three types of TDA-based features:
1. Topological features: standard graph properties, e.g., the number of 

edges and cycles
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Feature-based detectors: Topological features

Kushnareva, L., Cherniavskii, D., Mikhailov, V., Artemova, E., Barannikov, S., Bernstein, A., Piontkovskaya, I., Piontkovski, D. and Burnaev, E., 2021, 
November.
Artificial Text Detection via Examining the Topology of Attention Maps. EMNLP (pp. 635-649).

● Three types of TDA-based features:
1. Topological features: standard graph properties, e.g., the number of 

edges and cycles
2. Barcode features: descriptive characteristics of barcodes, e.g.,  the 

sum/average/variance of lengths of bars
3. Features based on distance to patterns: distance to attention 

patterns, such as attention to the previous/current/next token, attention 
to special tokens, and attention to punctuation marks

● The features computed at each threshold and each BERT’s attention head 
are concatenated, and used as the input to a LR classifier
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Feature-based detectors: Topological features

Kushnareva, L., Cherniavskii, D., Mikhailov, V., Artemova, E., Barannikov, S., Bernstein, A., Piontkovskaya, I., Piontkovski, D. and Burnaev, E., 2021, 
November.
Artificial Text Detection via Examining the Topology of Attention Maps. EMNLP (pp. 635-649).

Statistics for the datasets used in the experiments on the artificial text detection task. H=Human; M=Machine.
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Feature-based detectors: Topological features

Kushnareva, L., Cherniavskii, D., Mikhailov, V., Artemova, E., Barannikov, S., Bernstein, A., Piontkovskaya, I., Piontkovski, D. and Burnaev, E., 2021, 
November.
Artificial Text Detection via Examining the Topology of Attention Maps. EMNLP (pp. 635-649).

 Artificial text detection results. The performance is measured by the accuracy score (%).
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Transformer-based detectors

https://huggingface.co/openai-detector/ 
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Transformer-based detectors

● RoBERTa is one of the most popular 
Transformer-based detectors
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Transformer-based detectors

● RoBERTa is one of the most popular 
Transformer-based detectors

● In general, Transformers are highly 
effective in ATD-related tasks

Binary classification performance of “Human vs. Machine”

Uchendu, A., Le, T., Shu, K. and Lee, D., 2020, January.
Authorship attribution for neural text generation. In Conf. on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP).
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Transformer-based detectors

● RoBERTa is one of the most popular 
Transformer-based detectors

● In general, Transformers are highly 
effective in ATD-related tasks

● Representations from text generators 
can be used as the input to classification 
head

Binary classification performance of “Human vs. Machine”

Uchendu, A., Le, T., Shu, K. and Lee, D., 2020, January.
Authorship attribution for neural text generation. In Conf. on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP).
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Supervised detectors: Summary

TF-IDF1
🙂Simple baseline
🙂Low costs
☹Sparsity problems
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Supervised detectors: Summary

TF-IDF1
🙂Simple baseline
🙂Low costs
☹Sparsity problems

Stylometric features2

🙂Interpretable
🙂Low inference costs
☹Rely on NLP tools
☹Transferability is questionable

Topological features3

Transformer-based detectors4

🙂Interpretable
🙂Robust and transferable
☹Rely on a Transformer LM
☹Sparsity problems

🙂Highly effective in ATD tasks
🙂Robust and transferable
☹Computational costs
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Zero-shot methods: Language model scoring

● Utilizes language model to evaluate text 
probability, e.g., GROVER or GPT-2
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Zero-shot methods: Language model scoring

● Utilizes language model to evaluate text 
probability, e.g., GROVER or GPT-2

● Discriminates between human and artificial texts 
based on the probability threshold

● Solaiman et al. (2019) show that GPT-2 XL (1.5B) 
detects its own top-k sampling outputs with 
accuracy between 83% and 85%

Solaiman, I., Brundage, M., Clark, J., Askell, A., Herbert-Voss, A., Wu, J., Radford, A., Krueger, G., Kim, J.W., Kreps, S. and McCain, M., 2019. 
Release strategies and the social impacts of language models. 117



The Giant Language Model Test Room

● Three simple tests to assess whether the 
text is generated rely on a detection model, 
which estimates:

○ the probability of the word

Gehrmann, S., H. Strobelt, and A, M. Rush. "GLTR: Statistical Detection and Visualization of Generated Text." ACL, 2019
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The Giant Language Model Test Room

● Three simple tests to assess whether the 
text is generated rely on a detection model, 
which estimates:

○ the probability of the word
○ the absolute rank of a word

Gehrmann, S., H. Strobelt, and A, M. Rush. "GLTR: Statistical Detection and Visualization of Generated Text." ACL, 2019
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The Giant Language Model Test Room

● Three simple tests to assess whether the 
text is generated rely on a detection model, 
which estimates:

○ the probability of the word
○ the absolute rank of a word
○ the entropy of the predicted distribution

Gehrmann, S., H. Strobelt, and A, M. Rush. "GLTR: Statistical Detection and Visualization of Generated Text." ACL, 2019
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The Giant Language Model Test Room

● Three simple tests to assess whether the 
text is generated rely on a detection model, 
which estimates

○ the probability of the word
○ the absolute rank of a word
○ the entropy of the predicted distribution

● GLTR supports human-model interaction 
and improves the human detection rate of 
artificial texts: 54% -> 72%

Gehrmann, S., H. Strobelt, and A, M. Rush. "GLTR: Statistical Detection and Visualization of Generated Text." ACL, 2019
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The Giant Language Model Test Room

● Three simple tests to assess whether the 
text is generated rely on a detection model, 
which estimates

○ the probability of the word
○ the absolute rank of a word
○ the entropy of the predicted distribution

● GLTR supports human-model interaction 
and improves the human detection rate of 
artificial texts:  54% -> 72%

● We can define the proportion of top-k 
probable words to judge the text’s origin

Adaku Uchendu, Zeyu Ma, Thai Le, Rui Zhang, and Dongwon Lee. 2021. 
TURINGBENCH: A Benchmark Environment for Turing Test in the Age of Neural Text Generation. In Findings of the Association for 
Computational Linguistics: EMNLP 2021
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Zero-shot methods: Summary

Language model scoring & GLTR1

🙂Simple baseline
🙂Do not require detector’s training or finetuning
☹Rely on a LM
☹Transferability is questionable
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Comparison of detectors

Adaku Uchendu, Zeyu Ma, Thai Le, Rui Zhang, and Dongwon Lee. 2021. 
TURINGBENCH: A Benchmark Environment for Turing Test in the Age of Neural Text Generation. In Findings of the Association for 
Computational Linguistics: EMNLP 2021
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Comparison of detectors

Adaku Uchendu, Zeyu Ma, Thai Le, Rui Zhang, and Dongwon Lee. 2021. 
TURINGBENCH: A Benchmark Environment for Turing Test in the Age of Neural Text Generation. In Findings of the Association for 
Computational Linguistics: EMNLP 2021

Stay tuned for 
human evaluation in 

the next section!
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Comparison of detectors

Diwan, N., Chakraborty, T. and Shafiq, Z., 2021, August.
Fingerprinting Fine-tuned Language Models in the Wild. In Findings of the Association for Computational Linguistics: ACL-IJCNLP 2021 (pp. 4652-4664).

● 108 subreddit r/SubSimulatorGPT2 users t (e.g., 
r/askmen, r/askreddit,r/askwomen)

GNB=Gaussian Naive Bayes; RF=Random Forest
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Comparison of detectors

Diwan, N., Chakraborty, T. and Shafiq, Z., 2021, August.
Fingerprinting Fine-tuned Language Models in the Wild. In Findings of the Association for Computational Linguistics: ACL-IJCNLP 2021 (pp. 4652-4664).

● 108 subreddit r/SubSimulatorGPT2 users t (e.g., 
r/askmen, r/askreddit,r/askwomen)

● Can we solve the authorship attribution problem w.r.t. 
fine-tuned generators?

● Detectors trained on representations from fine-tuned 
Transformers performs the best

● Stylometric features and GLTR are least effective
● Fine-tuned RoBERTa+CNN performs the best

GNB=Gaussian Naive Bayes; RF=Random Forest
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Artificial text detectors: Summary

● Feature-based detectors are easily deployable and cost-effective
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Artificial text detectors: Summary

● Feature-based detectors are easily deployable and cost-effective
○ Features can be used to interpret detector’s behavior or analyze text properties
○ Not all features or their combinations can be useful and transferable
○ Stylometric features can be helpful for authorship attribution, but may fail to identify 

whether a text is generated

● Zero-shot detectors can be useful when little supervision is available
○ Generally perform worse than simple feature-based detectors
○ Token probabilities can be used as the input features

● Transformer-based detectors perform the best
○ Tradeoff between performance and computational costs
○ May provide better transferability to architecture, decoding strategy, domain
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Tutorial Overview

1. Introduction [30 minutes] - Adaku
2. Landscape:

○ Background [25 minutes] - Ekaterina
○ Datasets [15 minutes] - Saranya

3. BREAK [30 minutes]
4. Artificial Text detectors (ATDs):

○ Automatic Artificial Text detectors [30 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Human Evaluation Artificial Texts and Detectors [20 minutes] - Adaku

5. Conclusion:
○ Applications [20 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Ethical and Social Risks [20 minutes] - Jooyoung
○ Summary [10 minutes] - Tatiana

Tutorial website: https://artificial-text-detection.github.io/
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Human Evaluation of Artificial Texts and 
Detectors
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ALL THAT'S HUMAN IS NOT GOLD: EVALUATING 
HUMAN EVALUATION OF GENERATED TEXT 

● Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) study to 
collect the text evaluations with non-expert 
evaluators (N=780)

● 3 Domains:
○ Story
○ News
○ Recipe 

● 2 TGMs
○ GPT-2 XL
○ GPT-3

Clark, E., August, T., Serrano, S., Haduong, N., Gururangan, S., & Smith, N. A. 
(2021). All that's' human'is not gold: Evaluating human evaluation of generated 
text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.00061. 144



TASK: Rate the text on a 4-point 
Scale (Before Training)

● If Option 1 is selected, ask "why did you 
select this ration"?

● Else, ask "What would you change to 
make it seem more human-like?" 

Clark, E., August, T., Serrano, S., Haduong, N., Gururangan, S., & Smith, N. A. 
(2021). All that's' human'is not gold: Evaluating human evaluation of generated 
text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.00061. 145



Results 

Clark, E., August, T., Serrano, S., Haduong, N., Gururangan, S., & Smith, N. A. (2021). All that's' human'is not gold: Evaluating 
human evaluation of generated text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.00061.
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Training Techniques 

1. Instruction-based training
2. Example-based training
3. Comparison-based training

Clark, E., August, T., Serrano, S., Haduong, N., Gururangan, S., & Smith, N. A. (2021). All that's' human'is not gold: Evaluating human 
evaluation of generated text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.00061.
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Instruction Training

Clark, E., August, T., Serrano, S., Haduong, N., Gururangan, S., & Smith, N. A. (2021). All that's' human'is not gold: Evaluating human evaluation of 
generated text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.00061. 148



Example & 
Comparison 
Training

● Example (left)
● Comparison (right)
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Results 

● Even with training, 
humans performed 
at about chance 
level

Clark, E., August, T., Serrano, S., Haduong, N., Gururangan, S., & Smith, N. A. (2021). All that's' human'is not gold: Evaluating human evaluation of 
generated text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.00061. 150



Summary of All That’s Human is NOT gold

● Untrained human participants were unable to accurately distinguish GPT-3 
texts from human-written texts

● The 3 training techniques did not significantly improve human detection of 
artificial texts

● We need better human evaluation techniques

Clark, E., August, T., Serrano, S., Haduong, N., Gururangan, S., & Smith, N. A. (2021). All that's' human 'is 
not gold: Evaluating human evaluation of generated text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.00061.
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RoFT: A Tool for Evaluating Human Detection of 
Machine-Generated Texts

● ULTIMATE GOAL: To 
measure the quality of 
artificial texts 

● http://www.roft.io/ 

Dugan, L., Ippolito, D., Kirubarajan, A., & Callison-Burch, C. (2020, 
October). RoFT: A Tool for Evaluating Human Detection of 
Machine-Generated Text. In Proceedings of the 2020 Conference 
on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: System 
Demonstrations (pp. 189-196). 152
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Real of Fake (RoFT) system

● a novel application for 
simultaneously collecting quality 
annotations of 
machine-generated text while 
allowing the public to assess 

● The purpose behind RoFT is to 
collect annotations on the scale 
needed to probe the quality of 
text generated under a variety of 
NLG conditions and systems

A word cloud of common words that annotators used 
to describe why they thought sentences were 
machine-generated to add text 
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RoFT framework is a Game

● This is a game where you choose which 
category you want

● Then you get asked to select if a sentence 
is human-written or machine-generated

● If you select human-written, the game 
continues and ask the same question for 
another sentence

● The goal is to find when the next sentence 
is machine-generated and why you select 
that answer. 
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Data Collection

● 200 AMT workers completed 10 annotations each on the website 
● Total: 

○ 3244 annotations before filtering and 
○ 1848 high-quality annotations after filtering  

Dugan, L., Ippolito, D., Kirubarajan, A., & Callison-Burch, C. (2020, October). RoFT: A Tool for Evaluating 
Human Detection of Machine-Generated Text. In Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical 
Methods in Natural Language Processing: System Demonstrations (pp. 189-196).
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RoFT Summary 

● To avoid the issues that come with running a study with AMT, RoFT offers a 
framework without financial incentive 

● Users have a profile and earn points when they play the game. They are also 
ranked by points on a leaderboard

● RoFT can provide a systematic analysis of how humans detect artificial texts 

Dugan, L., Ippolito, D., Kirubarajan, A., & Callison-Burch, C. (2020, October). RoFT: A Tool for Evaluating 
Human Detection of Machine-Generated Text. In Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical 
Methods in Natural Language Processing: System Demonstrations (pp. 189-196).
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SCARECROW: A FRAMEWORK FOR SCRUTINIZING 
MACHINE TEXT 
● A framework for scrutinizing 

artificial texts through  crowd 
annotation

● A systematic way for humans to 
mark issues throughout the text 
and explain what is wrong

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. (2021). Scarecrow: 
A framework for scrutinizing machine text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.01294.
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Crowd Annotations of Errors in Artificial vs. Human Texts

● Language errors are the lack of 
coherency and consistency in 
text 

● Factual errors are the incorrect 
information in text 

● Reader issues happens when the 
text is too obscure or filled with 
too many jargon which negatively 
impacts understanding

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. (2021). Scarecrow: A framework for scrutinizing machine text. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2107.01294. 158



Error Types in the Scarecrow Framework

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. (2021). Scarecrow: A framework for scrutinizing machine text. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2107.01294.
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Artificial Text Generators (Models)

1. GPT-2 Small 
2. GPT-2 XL 
3. GROVER Mega 
4. GPT-3 DaVinci 

https://thenextweb.com/news/building-apps-gpt-3-what-devs-need-know
-cost-performance-syndication

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. 
(2021). Scarecrow: A framework for scrutinizing machine text. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:2107.01294.
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Key 
Findings

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. (2021). Scarecrow: A framework for scrutinizing machine text. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2107.01294.
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Decoding Strategy Matters

● For the previous findings, sampling 
configuration for all models is the 
same top-p =0.96, temperature = 1, 
and no frequency penalty (i.e., word 
repetition penalty 

● the decoding hyperparameters 
considerably affected error rates 

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. (2021). Scarecrow: A framework for scrutinizing machine text. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2107.01294. 162



Methods

● Training:
○ first pay each worker $40 to take an extensive qualification task, which both trains them in the 

span categorization scheme and quizzes their understanding
○ pass workers if they score ≥ 90 points out of 100 points 

● Annotation:
○ Workers annotate each paragraph using a custom annotation interface 

● Data Collection:
○ collect 13k human annotations of 1.3k paragraphs using SCARECROW, resulting in over 41k 

spans 

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. (2021). Scarecrow: A framework for scrutinizing machine text. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:2107.01294.
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Artificial (Model) vs. Human Text Detection of Error Types

● Model prediction results 
against combined spans of 
10 annotators

Dou, Y., Forbes, M., Koncel-Kedziorski, R., Smith, N. A., & Choi, Y. (2021). Scarecrow: A framework for scrutinizing 
machine text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.01294. 164



Scarecrow Conclusion 

● Scarecrow is one of the first large scale study that has identified several error 
types in Artificial texts and crowd sourced their annotation 

● https://yao-dou.github.io/scarecrow/ 
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2. Landscape:
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3. BREAK [30 minutes]
4. Artificial Text detectors (ATDs):

○ Automatic Artificial Text detectors [30 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Human Evaluation Artificial Texts and Detectors [20 minutes] - Adaku

5. Conclusion:
○ Applications [20 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Ethical and Social Risks [20 minutes] - Jooyoung
○ Summary [10 minutes] - Tatiana

Tutorial website: https://artificial-text-detection.github.io/
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CONCLUSION
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Applications
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Applications

● In this section…
○ Filtering data
○ Malicious code 
○ Fake product reviews
○ Fake news and click-bait
○ Extremist content and propaganda
○ Open research questions
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Applications: Filtering data

● Filtering MT corpora from the Internet to keep 
high-quality human-translated texts

Aharoni, R., Koppel, M. and Goldberg, Y., 2014, June.
Automatic detection of machine translated text and translation quality estimation. In Proceedings of the 52nd Annual Meeting of the Association for 
Computational Linguistics (Volume 2: Short Papers) (pp. 289-295).
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Applications: Filtering data

● Filtering MT corpora from the Internet to keep 
high-quality human-translated texts

● Detection accuracy strongly correlates with the 
BLEU score or the human evaluation score of 
the MT outputs 

● Such detectors can be used when no 
reference is available, e.g., in the low-resource 
settings

Aharoni, R., Koppel, M. and Goldberg, Y., 2014, June.
Automatic detection of machine translated text and translation quality estimation. In Proceedings of the 52nd Annual Meeting of the Association for 
Computational Linguistics (Volume 2: Short Papers) (pp. 289-295).
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Applications: Filtering data

● Filtering automatically-generated data to 
increase the quality of the pre-training, 
fine-tuning, or augmented data
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Applications: Filtering data

● Filtering automatically-generated data to 
increase the quality of the pre-training, 
fine-tuning, or augmented data

● Examples:
○ Automatically translated image 

descriptions from English datasets

Images generated with Russian DALL-E: 
https://github.com/ai-forever/ru-dalle  
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Applications: Filtering data

● Filtering automatically-generated data to 
increase the quality of the pre-training, 
fine-tuning, or augmented data

● Examples:
○ Automatically translated image 

descriptions from English datasets
○ Automatically generated image 

descriptions

Automatically generated description: school of 
jellyfish swimming in body of water
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Applications: Filtering data

● Filtering automatically-generated data to 
increase the quality of the pre-training, 
fine-tuning, or augmented data

● Examples:
○ Automatically translated image 

descriptions from English datasets
○ Automatically generated image 

descriptions
○ Automatically paraphrased 

sentences for text classification 
tasks

Paraphrase example generated with 
https://huggingface.co/eugenesiow/bart-paraphrase 
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Applications: Malicious code 

● Warning users about:
○ Malicious code

Chen, M., Tworek, J., Jun, H., Yuan, Q., de Oliveira Pinto, H.P., Kaplan, J., Edwards, H., Burda, Y., Joseph, N., Brockman, G. and Ray, A., 2021.
Evaluating Large Language Models Trained on Code.

https://github.com/features/copilot 
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Applications: Malicious code 

● Warning users about:
○ Malicious code
○ Suggested vulnerable 

software dependencies

Chen, M., Tworek, J., Jun, H., Yuan, Q., de Oliveira Pinto, H.P., Kaplan, J., Edwards, H., Burda, Y., Joseph, N., Brockman, G. and Ray, A., 2021.
Evaluating Large Language Models Trained on Code.

https://openai.com/blog/openai-codex/ 
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Applications: Malicious code

● Warning users about:
○ Malicious code
○ Suggested vulnerable software 

dependencies
○ Insecure or bad code  

Chen, M., Tworek, J., Jun, H., Yuan, Q., de Oliveira Pinto, H.P., Kaplan, J., Edwards, H., Burda, Y., Joseph, N., Brockman, G. and Ray, A., 2021.
Evaluating Large Language Models Trained on Code.

https://openai.com/blog/openai-codex/ 
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Applications: Fake product reviews

● Warning users about potential:
○ Scam involving fake product 

reviews

Adelani, D.I., Mai, H., Fang, F., Nguyen, H.H., Yamagishi, J. and Echizen, I., 2020, April.
Generating sentiment-preserving fake online reviews using neural language models and their human-and machine-based detection. In International 
Conference on Advanced Information Networking and Applications (pp. 1341-1354). Springer, Cham.
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Applications: Fake product reviews

● Warning users about potential:
○ Scam involving fake product 

reviews
○ Untrustworthy users, reviews, 

products

Adelani, D.I., Mai, H., Fang, F., Nguyen, H.H., Yamagishi, J. and Echizen, I., 2020, April.
Generating sentiment-preserving fake online reviews using neural language models and their human-and machine-based detection. In International 
Conference on Advanced Information Networking and Applications (pp. 1341-1354). Springer, Cham.
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Applications: Fake product reviews

https://www.fakespot.com/ 
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Applications: Fake product reviews

https://www.fakespot.com/ 
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Applications: Fake news and click-bait

● Warning users about potential:
○ Click-bait headlines

Karadzhov, G., Gencheva, P., Nakov, P. and Koychev, I., 2017, September.
We Built a Fake News/Click Bait Filter: What Happened Next Will Blow Your Mind!. In Proceedings of the International Conference Recent Advances in 
Natural Language Processing, RANLP 2017 (pp. 334-343).

● “Man tries to hug a wild lion; you won’t believe 
what happens next.”

● “Remember the girl played the role of ‘Nikita’ in the 
movie ‘Koi Mil Gaya’?” This is how she looks now! 
Absolutely hot! 

● “Only the people with an IQ above 160 can solve 
these questions. Are you one of them? Click to find 
out…”
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Applications: Fake news and click-bait

● Warning users about potential:
○ Click-bait headlines
○ Untrustworthy news articles

Zhang, X. and Ghorbani, A.A., 2020.
An overview of online fake news: Characterization, detection, and discussion. Information Processing & Management, 57(2).
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Applications: Fake news and click-bait

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/05/31/health/fake-news-study/index.html 

● Warning users about potential:
○ Click-bait headlines
○ Untrustworthy news articles

● It can be difficult to recognize 
fake news

186
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Applications: Fake news and click-bait

● Warning users about potential:
○ Click-bait headlines
○ Untrustworthy news articles

● It can be difficult to recognize 
fake news

● Want to know more about fake news 
detection?

EMNLP 2020 Tutorial
Fact-Checking, Fake News, 

Propaganda, and Media Bias:
Truth Seeking in the 

Post-Truth Era

Giovanni Da San Martino
Preslav Nakov
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Applications: Extremist content and propaganda

● Warning users about potential extremist 
bots, comments on social media

McGuffie, K. and Newhouse, A., 2020.
The radicalization risks of GPT-3 and advanced neural language models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2009.06807.
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Applications: Extremist content and propaganda

● Warning users about potential extremist 
bots, comments on social media

● Prompting GPT-3 may result in extremist 
or offensive content in other languages 

WARNING!
This slide 

contains explicit 
content which 

may be offensive

McGuffie, K. and Newhouse, A., 2020.
The radicalization risks of GPT-3 and advanced neural language models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2009.06807.

Topic: A comment explaining who Crimea belongs to. 
GPT-3 output: Крым принадлежит русскому народу
Automatic translation: Crimea belongs to the Russian people

Topic: A Facebook post from an anti-immigrant group. 
Comment: Прибывшие в Европу из стран третьего мира 
люди не понимают, что совершают.
Automatic translation: People who have arrived in Europe 
from third world countries do not understand what they are 
doing.
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Applications: Extremist content and propaganda

● Warning users about potential extremist 
bots, comments on social media

● Prompting GPT-3 may result in extremist 
or offensive content in other languages 

● Such texts can be hardly distinguishable 
for humans and create an illusion of 
group judgments and opinions

WARNING!
This slide 

contains explicit 
content which 

may be offensive

McGuffie, K. and Newhouse, A., 2020.
The radicalization risks of GPT-3 and advanced neural language models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2009.06807.
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Applications: Open research questions

Jawahar, G., Abdul-Mageed, M. and Laks Lakshmanan, V.S., 2020, December.
Automatic Detection of Machine Generated Text: A Critical Survey. In Proceedings of the 28th International Conference on Computational Linguistics (pp. 
2296-2309).

● Building generalizable detectors towards unseen:
○ Domain
○ Text generator
○ Decoding strategy
○ Other data and model configuration criteria
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Applications: Open research questions

Jawahar, G., Abdul-Mageed, M. and Laks Lakshmanan, V.S., 2020, December.
Automatic Detection of Machine Generated Text: A Critical Survey. In Proceedings of the 28th International Conference on Computational Linguistics (pp. 
2296-2309).

● Building generalizable detectors towards unseen:
○ Domain
○ Text generator
○ Decoding strategy
○ Other data and model configuration criteria

● Building detectors understandable to humans:
○ GLTR
○ User-friendly design to judge texts

● Building detectors robust to adversarial attacks:
○ Spelling errors
○ Adversarial finetuning
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Tutorial Overview

1. Introduction [30 minutes] - Adaku
2. Landscape:

○ Background [25 minutes] - Ekaterina
○ Datasets [15 minutes] - Saranya

3. BREAK [30 minutes]
4. Artificial Text detectors (ATDs):

○ Automatic Artificial Text detectors [30 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Human Evaluation Artificial Texts and Detectors [20 minutes] - Adaku

5. Conclusion:
○ Applications [20 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Ethical and Social Risks [20 minutes] - Jooyoung
○ Summary [10 minutes] - Tatiana

Tutorial website: https://artificial-text-detection.github.io/
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Ethical & Social Risks

DISCLAIMER! This section may include offensive/toxic language.  195



Recent trends in LMs

Larger training data! Bigger model!
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GPT-3 can very easily be prompted to 
generate extremist, offensive and toxic text 

(McGuffie & Newhouse, 2020)

McGuffie, K., & Newhouse, A. (2020). The radicalization risks of GPT-3 and advanced neural language models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2009.06807.
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Abid, A., Farooqi, M., & Zou, J. (2021, July). Persistent anti-muslim bias in large language models. In Proceedings of the 2021 AAAI/ACM Conference on AI, Ethics, and Society (pp. 298-306).

Discrimination, exclusion, and toxicity   
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● Exclusionary speech is also a risk that can reinforce harmful or incomplete notions. 

Weidinger et al.  (2021). Ethical and social risks of harm from Language Models.

Discrimination, exclusion, and toxicity   
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Information hazards

● As introduced in Intro section, recent language models tend to suffer from unintended memorization.
● Memorized texts may include data owners’ private information. 
● Larger models memorize faster.

Carlini, Nicholas, et al. "Extracting training data from large language models." 30th USENIX Security Symposium (USENIX Security 21). 2021.
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Information hazards 

https://thediplomat.com/2021/01/chatbot-gone-awry-starts-conversations-about-ai-ethics-in-south-korea/

● A chatbot developed in South Korea 
● Without users’ consent, ScatterLab 

uploaded the training corpus online 
which occasionally included personal 
information 

● Luda was responding with random 
names, addresses, and bank account 
numbers from the dataset.
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Information hazards
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Information hazards

● Without directly accessing users’ private information, models can violate their privacy by 
correctly inferring individuals’ identity through correlational data

Weidinger et al.  (2021). Ethical and social risks of harm from Language Models.
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McGuffie, K., & Newhouse, A. (2020). The radicalization risks of GPT-3 and advanced neural language models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2009.06807.

Misinformation harms 
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Malicious uses

● Modern LMs are capable of generating personalized and compelling content.
○ He et al. (2021)’s PETGEN generates posts that are personalized to the user’s writing style.
○ Majumder et al. (2019) proposed a personalized recipe generation model.

● Thanks to models’ generation, they can facilitate more targeted manipulation. 
○ People tend to be more susceptible to personalized phishing and it’s harder to detect (Jagatic 

et al. (2007))

He, Bing, Mustaque Ahamad, and Srijan Kumar. "Petgen: Personalized text generation attack on deep sequence embedding-based classification models." 
Proceedings of the 27th ACM SIGKDD Conference on Knowledge Discovery & Data Mining. 2021.
Majumder, Bodhisattwa Prasad, et al. "Generating personalized recipes from historical user preferences." arXiv preprint arXiv:1909.00105 (2019).
Jagatic, Tom N., et al. "Social phishing." Communications of the ACM 50.10 (2007): 94-100.
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“Twitter taught Microsoft’s AI chatbot “Tay” to 
be racist in less than a day”

(Source: The Guardian)
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Image Source: DeepMind216
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Automation, access and environmental harms

Bender at al. (2021) identified the following risks with large language models:

● Environmental costs: energy and power demands of training models is ever 
increasing.

● Financial costs: create a barrier for people from working in this research area 
and also limit what language group(s) can be advantaged by developments in 
techniques

● Substantial societal harms: stereotyping, denigration, increases in extremist 
ideology, and wrongful arrests

Bender, E. M., Gebru, T., McMillan-Major, A., & Shmitchell, S. (2021, March). On the Dangers of Stochastic Parrots: Can Language Models Be Too Big?🦜. In Proceedings of the 2021 ACM 
Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (pp. 610-623).
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In summary…

● Current text generation models pose critical risks in terms of their ethical and 
social impact. 

● Models are susceptible to weaponization and can systematically crowd online 
platforms/deployed environments with synthetically generated text.

● Models have been found to be too dangerous to be released for public use or 
deployed in real life scenarios.

McGuffie, K., & Newhouse, A. (2020). The radicalization risks of GPT-3 and advanced neural language models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2009.06807. 222



Tutorial Overview

1. Introduction [30 minutes] - Adaku
2. Landscape:

○ Background [25 minutes] - Ekaterina
○ Datasets [15 minutes] - Saranya

3. BREAK [30 minutes]
4. Artificial Text detectors (ATDs):

○ Automatic Artificial Text detectors [30 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Human Evaluation Artificial Texts and Detectors [20 minutes] - Adaku

5. Conclusion:
○ Applications [20 minutes] - Vladislav
○ Ethical and Social Risks [20 minutes] - Jooyoung
○ Summary [10 minutes] - Tatiana

Tutorial website: https://artificial-text-detection.github.io/
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Summary
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NLG task and The Imitation Game

➢ Is it time for a new Turing Test? Interactive 
evaluation of generated texts, not only dialogs 

➢ New tools: authorship attribution re-evaluation?
➢ New ethical considerations should be 

addressed!

We achieved the "indistinguishability by 
the engineers themselves"
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Original Turing Test

Turing: ‘if we are trying to produce an intelligent machine, and are following the human model as closely as 
we can’

1. The reader must accept it as a fact that digital computers can be constructed, and indeed have been 
constructed, according to the principles we have described, and that they can in fact mimic the actions 
of a human computer very closely (Turing, 1950, p. 438).

2. As I have explained, the problem is mainly one of programming. Advances in engineering will have 
to be made too, but it seems unlikely that these will not be adequate for the requirements (Turing, 
1950, p. 455).

3. [The machine] may be used to help in making up its own programmes, or to predict the effect of 
alterations in its own structure.

Here is our explanation of Turing’s design: The 
crucial point seems to be that the notion of 
imitation figures more prominently in Turing’s 
paper than is commonly acknowledged. For one 
thing, the game is inherently about deception.
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Beyond the imitation game:
The Big Bench

The Beyond the Imitation Game Benchmark (BIG-bench) is 
a collaborative benchmark intended to probe large 
language models and extrapolate their future capabilities. 
The more than 200 tasks included in BIG-bench are 
summarized by keyword here, and by task name here. A 
paper introducing the benchmark, including evaluation 
results on large language models, is currently in 
preparation.

Alan Turing sitting on a bench
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Beyond the imitation game:
The Big Bench

Alan Turing sitting on a bench
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Beyond the imitation game:
The Big Bench

Alan Turing sitting on a bench
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Ethical Considerations and Limitations

We strongly believe that generative models should not be involved in 
creating content that somehow affects the individual or communal 
well-being, including

● misinformation;
● misrepresenting, demeaning, dehumanizing, or otherwise harmful 

representations of people or their environments, cultures, 
religions, etc.

● promoting or propagating discriminatory content or harm ful 
stereotypes

In many ethics guidelines, it is a right of a user to know if the 
speaker is human or AI 
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Future Directions

- Short texts are the most hard to detect:
- better detection in context? Better prompting to 

confuse the models?
- fixed experimental setup and best practices, like 

in benchmarks (FewNLU)
- robustness and adversarial attack tests needed

- Even engineers themselves cannot resist 
humanizing the model they themselves 
have developed 

- interactive artificial text detection?
- Watermarking the language models 

- Is it a possibility or an inevitable obligation?
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Take-away points for today

Controllable generation problems

Unconditioned generation problems

Human evaluation problems

Still, the baselines get stronger 
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Thank you 
for your attention!
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